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njoy the beauty of your home without the dangerous
task of cleaning your gutters ever again. Climbing
ladders and hanging off the edge of your roof are
a thing of the past. When you get a LEAFAWAY® Gutter
Protection System, your gutters stay free and clear of debris
regardless of any kind of nasty weather. LEAFAWAY
prevents ice build up in the gutter and is the only option
that can offer two colors splitting the top and bottom.
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for Leafaway®
Durability, water flow capacity
and curb appeal are important
attributes of a highly functional
rain carrying system. The
Leafaway Gutter Protection
System uses a minimum of a 3-inch square downspout and
elbow, known as Superspout, to control the water as it is drawn
away from your home and foundation. The Superspout is
engineered to be 100% stronger than other downspouts because
of its rigid square design. And unlike ordinary downspouts, the
water is swirled like a cyclone in the Superspout which easily
removes debris. As a result, clogging in the downspout is
unlikely and water flow increases by 50%. This streamlined
design creates great curb appeal and is available in our full color
palette. You’ll easily be able to color match or contrast your
exterior. Used for both residential and commercial rain carrying
systems the Superspout is also available in a 3x4.

Our professional installation crews custom cut your gutters
on-site with our LEAFAWAY mobile gutter machines. Its
breakthrough seamless, one-piece design provides optimal
performance and visual appeal.

bad gutters can damage your home
Improperly installed gutters and downspouts can cause
leakage and overflow that deteriorate wall foundations and
result in expensive repairs to your home’s roof, soffit, fascia
and siding. Faulty gutters can also lead to soil erosion
adjacent to buildings and end up flooding your basements
and crawl spaces. Properly designed and installed rain
carrying systems will protect your home’s exterior walls
and foundations by carrying rain water away from your
roof and away from your home.
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No More Clogged Gutters Ever,
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paint finish an exclusive to the industry
With 27 colors carefully selected by a team of color
experts, we offer you a full palette of color options to
compliment and contrast your homes’ exterior for envied

• Maintains Maximum Water Capacity

The LEAFAWAY Gutter Protection System is a revolutionary
leaf and debris shedding system. The one piece, seamless design
works on the principle of liquid adhesion. Rainwater flows
into the gutter trough and deflects wind-blown debris such as
leaves, pine cones, needles and twigs which are often collected
in conventional gutters by rainwater. When gutters are clogged,
they can no longer hold water which results in overflow
which then can lead to structural damage to your home and
landscaping. This gutter protection system is the only option
that can offer two colors by splitting the top and the bottom.

• Clog-Free, Worry-Free System

• Easy Clean, Stain Resistant Finish
• Multiple Color Options

• Custom Manufactured On-Site

• Chalk & Fade 25 Year Non-Prorated Warranty

WATER

Multiple color options

White

Shell

Sandstone

Raffia Beige

• Narrow opening allows water and prevents debris entry.

Desert Sand

Birchwood

Wicker

Khaki

• Patent-pending, one-piece seamless design.

Northwood

Slate

Bronze

Sable

Autumn Brown

Royal Brown

Mocha

Cedar

Light Blue

Wedgewood Blue

Dove Gray

Evening Gray

Light Yellow

Light Green

Sage

Grecian Green

product features
• Revolutionary leaf and debris shedding system.

• Cover deflects debris while allowing rainwater to flow
into the gutter using liquid adhesion.

• Debris-free trough allows water to flow unobstructed.
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• Limited Lifetime Material Warranty
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How leafaway® works
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• Seamless Gutter Protection System
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Applied technology

curb appeal. You will rest assured that the durability, fade
protection and choices will be consistent for as long as you
own your home. Our finish is enhanced with a DuPont™
Teflon® surface protection which prevents stains from
penetrating the surface, while providing an easy clean
surface. Our resilient finish will stand up to intense UV
rays, that will fade most other products
within a few short years, and we back it
up with a Limited Lifetime warranty
ensuring your gutters will retain there
original color for years to come.

• Prevents rainwater run-off, which
can lead to cracked foundations
and damaged landscaping.

• Sur-lock™ internal hanger provides
spacing consistency, a streamlined
look and prevents sagging.

• Ceramic hybrid paint finish is enhanced with DuPont™
Teflon®, which dramatically improves the chalk, fade, stain
and scratch resistance of the gutters.

• Up to 50% thicker than other add on gutter protection systems.
• No roof attachments.
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Colors are
representations.
Please refer to an
actual metal sample.

